St Mary’s C of E

We are a TEAM

Behaviour Expectations
Compassion, Friendship, Koinonia, Trust
Even though we are many individuals, Christ makes us one body and
individuals who are connected together
Romans 12:5

Wow
I have made someone in school proud of me
I am always trying my best
I am always being supportive
I challenge myself
I am always enthusiastic and positive
I set good examples to others
I always make the right choice

I will be a positive role model
Everybody will trust me
I will feel really happy at school
I will earn a ‘wow’ certificate
I will make my teachers, family, friends
and myself proud

Good
I make the right choices
I tell the truth
I am able to be a good listener
I can keep to the school expectations
I am a good friend
I show respect to everyone
I follow instructions the first time and listen
to others

Wobbly
I have disrupted my learning and that of
other children in my class
I am not working as hard as I can
I am not considering other people’s feelings
I am not following instructions
I am not showing respect

Everybody will see what a good job I am
doing
I will be a successful learner
I will be happy and enjoy coming to school
My team will be proud of me

I will be asked to stop
I will lose some playtime or have time out
I will have thinking time to improve my
behaviour and get back to good
I will need to talk to an adult about how I
feel
I feel disappointed with myself

Unacceptable
My behaviour is persistently disrupting my
learning and that of others
I am making the wrong choices even when I
have been given chance to make the right
choices
I am using violence or threats to do so
I am encouraging others to make the wrong
choice
I am using bad language
I am not telling the truth
I always make the right choice

I will have time out to think about my
actions
I will need to speak to a senior member of
staff
I will have a phone call home
My behaviour will be explained to my
parents
I will feel disappointed after letting myself
and the team down

